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FEE SCHEDULE for “BIOLOGICAL SHIPPER” (BioS) RENTAL
Effective date: 02/01/2015

1. SERO-NEGATIVE CLIENT
"D to D Services" SEBNJ will coordinate the (Door to Door) pick-up, transport/transfer and delivery

A- BioS rental First Day – Day 1 $ 50.00
B. Daily rental for Day 2 and beyond $ 35.00
C. Administrative fee $150.00
D. Transport/Transfer fees

FEET TO BE QUOTED

2. SERO-POSITIVE CLIENT
"D to D Services" SEBNJ will coordinate the (Door to Door) pick-up, transport/transfer and delivery

A- BioS rental First Day – Day 1 $110.00
B. Daily rental for Day 2 and beyond $ 75.00
C. Administrative fee $ 150.00
D. Transport/Transfer fees

FEET TO BE QUOTED

3. DEPOSIT on all “Biological Shipper” (BioS) rentals (Refundable) $1000.00

NOTE: All consent forms and test results must be completed and returned to our office prior to date the BioS rental, transport or transfer.

Laboratory testing (see laboratory test list below) must have been performed not more than thirty (30) prior to the creation of embryo(s) or the cryopreservation of any reproductive cell(s) and/or tissue.
For embryo(s) transport/transfer including rental test reports must be submitted for both male and female gamete donors.

Reports must be received by SEBNJ prior to a tank rental/transport/transfer of the reproductive cell(s) and/or tissue including embryo(s).

Mandatory Laboratory tests results for the following: Hepatitis B Surface Antigen, Hepatitis C Virus, HIV1/2 antibodies, RPR (Syphilis Serology), HTLV I&II, HIV-1/HBV/ HCV (NAT), Hepatitis B Core Antibody (For Embryo(s) Only).

DELIVERY TIMES AND DATES WILL VARY ACROSS SCHEDULES

******************************
FEES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
TRANSPORT & TRANSFER FEES FEE SCHEDULE for “BIOLOGICAL SHIPPER”
INCLUDING DELIVERY & RETURN OF SHIPPERS
Effective 12/01/2011

D to D services within the USA transfer and transport fees
To be Quoted

D to D for INTERNATIONAL transfer and transport fees
To be Quoted

*** ADDITIONAL FEE APPLIED FOR SAME DAY DELIVERY WHEN AVAILABLE $200.00

DELIVERY TIMES AND DATES WILL VARY ACCORDING TO WEATHER CONDITIONS AND ROUTING SCHEDULES

THESE FEES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE ONCE THE TRANSPORT and TRANSFER IS UNDERWAY
FEES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE